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Introduction
Let F be a discrete subgroup of a group G of motions of a noncompact symmetric space M of inner type such that the quotient T\M is compact. Let K
be the isotropy group at a point of M. Let co be a discrete class of G such that
infinite matrix coefficients of co belong to ^(G). Depending on some parameter
corresponding to co we can associate a homogeneous vector bundle over M. The
Dirac operator D which is a first order elliptic G-invariant differential operator
acts on the space of C°° sections of the above vector bundle. We then prove (Theorem 4, §3) that the multiplicity NJJ*) of co in the (right) regular representation of
G on L2(T\G) is the dimension of the space H(T; *) of sections which are annihilated by D (Dirac spinors) and which are F-invariant and obtain a formula for the
same (Corollary to Theorem 4, §3).
We remark that algebraic formulas for iVw(r) are already available in several
cases (Langlands [6]). Also when the parameter corresponding to co satisfies
some further conditions, Schmid [9] obtained geometric meaning to the multiplicity NJT) (similar to Theorem 4), working with G\T rather than the symmetric
space GjK where T is a Cartan subgroup of G contained in K.
Our method of proof is as follows: The space H(T; *) is the direct sum of
two subspaces H+(T; *) and H~(T; *). First we prove that one of these two spaces
vanishes (Theorem 2, §1). Then using the Lefschetz Theorem of Atiyah and
Singer [1] we obtain a formula for the difference dim H+(T; *) — dim H~(T; *)
(Theorem 3, §2). Let us divide our problem into two parts; namely,
(1) to prove dim H(T; *)=j\Ttt(r) and
(2) to compute explicitly the above number.
When F has no elliptic elements other than the identity, we prove (1) by directly
showing** that the expression for dim H+(T; #) — dim H~(T; *) given by Theorem
* The first author was partially supported by NSF grant GP-7952X2.
The second author was partially supported by NSF grant GP-29072.
** We are indebted to Professor Harish-Chandra for showing us his unpublished manuscript containing the computation of a certain constant which is needed for our purpose. See
Lemma 4 and its footnote in §3,
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3 is, up to sign, just the algebraic formula for N^T) obtained from the results
in [3(b)] and [6(b)]. But the proof of (1) for general T can be reduced to the
above case. Thus (1) is proved for all F. Then Theorem 3 yields part (2).
This will be done in §3.
Finally in §4, we shall make several remarks when M=G/K is a hermitian
symmetric space. The space of Dirac spinors is then interpreted into the terminology of sheaf cohomology; hence our results appear to be related with the
earlier works by several authors [4], [5], [6(a)], [7] and [9]. In view of the
result by Trombi and Varadarajaii [10], one can compare those results (see final
Remarks).
Throughout the paper Z, R and C will as usual denote the ring of rational
integers, the field of real numbers and that of complex numbers respectively. For
a finite set S, \S\ will denote the number of elements in S. For a C°° vector
bundle E, C°°(E) will denote the space of C°° sections of E.
1. Vanishing theorem
Let G be a connected noncompact semisimple Lie group with a faithful
finite dimensional representation. We further make the convenient (but otherwise unnecessary) assumption that the complexification Gc of G is simply connected. Let g be the Lie algebra of left invariant vector fields on G and g=f 0 p
be a Cartan decomposition of g. Let K be the maximal compact subgroup of G
with Lie algebra I. Let TaKbe a compact Cartan subgroup of G and t c !
the corresponding Lie algebra. Let g c denote the complexification of g. For
any subspace m of g we dentoe by m c the complex subspace of g c generated by
tn. Let 2 be the set of roots of (gc, t c ). Compact and noncompact roots have
their usual meaning. P denotes the set of positive roots of 2 with respect to
some fixed order, Pk the set of positive compact roots and Pn the set of positive
noncompact roots. Let p= — 2 * e P a , pk= — H<*=pk a and pn= — Y^«<=pn a.
Since G was assumed to have a compact Cartan subgroup, G has discrete
series, denoted by 62{G). According to Harish-Chandra [3(b)], £2{G) is parametrized by the set £FQ' descirbed below:
Let
£F = fx^Hom (t c , C); 2<X >

a>

GZ, for

for
where < , )> denotes the usual bilinear form of 3 induced from the Killing form.
Then
, a » 0 for
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If XGff/, X+p« is the highest weight (with respect to Pk) of a representation
rx+Pn of fc on a space Vx+Pn .
Let W be the Weyl group for (gc, t c ), WG the subgroup of W generated by
the reflections given by compact roots and set W1= {ere W\ aP Z)Pk}. The map
WGX WX-^Wgiven by (s, a)i—>^cr is then a bijection. Put
D = {XG?; <\, a > > 0 for
As in [8(a), Remark 8.1], we then have a bijection

given by (X, a) h-> Xc<r:>, where \ c<r ^=o-(\+p)—p.
Let 5 0 (p) denote the rotation group of p with respect to the metric
defined by the restriction to p of the Killing form. Let Spin(p) denote the
unique connected two-fold covering group of SO (p). Spin(p) is a subgroup of
the group of invertible elements in the Clifford algebra Cliff (p). One has for
<x?E:Spin(!p) and e€£p, xex^tEp.
The algebra Cliff(p) has a unique simple
module L, through a representation £: Cliff(p)-^End(L). This gives rise to a
map (also denoted by £)
S: p®L->L
given by S{x®l)=S{x)l.
Also, the restriction of S to Spin (p) is "the spin
representation" denoted by <r. It decomposes into the direct sum of two "half
spin representations"

Let §o(p) denote the Lie algebra of SO(p) and let o-*: §o (p) -+ End (Z^) denote
also the representations of §o(p) which are differentials of a±\ Spin (p) -> Aut (L*).
Since [!, p] C p, we have an adjoint homomorphism a: ! -> §o (p) (the corresponding group homomorphism will also be denoted by a). Let X±=cr±oa. Denoting
by j one of the sign ± , w e notice that the set of weights of Xj is either {pn—
QcPn,

\Q\: even} or {Ptt-<Q>;

QdPnf

\Q\:

odd} where < 0 > = 2

Remark 2.1]). Here we may assume that X± are defined such that the set of
weights of Xj is {?„-<£>>; QdPny the sign of (—1)^"=;} for j = ± .
The representations X± of I may not give rise to representations
of K. Similarly, for XeSF/ the representation Tk+Pn of I may not give rise to a
representation of K. However, it is easy to see that the representation X±®rx+Pn
of ! give rise to representations of K.
We now fix a X G ? / and write T for T X + P | | . We now consider the Dirac
operator denoted by D on the symmetric space M=GjK. Since we have a principal iC-bundle G-*M} the representations X111®'?" of i£ induce the associated
REMARK.
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vector bundles EL±®VX+Pn over M. The spaces C'°(EI±9VX+Qn) of C°° sections of
EL±®VK+Pn can be identified, in the usual manner, with certain subspaces

of the spaces
L±®C-(G)®Vx+Pn
of L±®Fx+Pw-valued C~ functions of G: Denoting for X<=Q and feiC°°(G) by
p(x)f^Coo(G)i the derivation of/with respect to the left invariant vector field x,
(L±®C-(G)®VX+PJ

=
)u = 0,

We denote by v the identification map

COO(EL±®VX+Pn)->(L±®C~(G)®VX+Ptt)°.

Via this map the Dirac operator D has the following formula: for s^C°°(EL®Vk+Pn)
In

5

= ( 2 e (^)
where {^,}?=i is an orthonormal basis of p and 2w=dimi? p. The symbol of the
Dirac operator is
® Vk+Pn -> L±®

Let [J=D2.
(1.1)

Vk+Pn .

Then one can prove [8(a), Proposition 3.1] that
• = <X+2p, X>-;r(

where 7t(fl) denotes the action of the Casimir operator f i e C/(gc) (the universal
enveloping algebra) on C°°(EL^Vk+Pn).
We remark [8 (a), Lemma 4.1] that there exists an inner product ( , ) in L
such that for x^p and lyV

Then one has also for any y e ! ,

We choose an inner product ( , ) in Vk+Pn such that for y^t

and v, vf^Vx+Pny

(T(y)v>v')+(v,T(y)v') = 0.
Let F be a discrete subgroup of G. We denote by C°°(T; EL®Vk+Pn) the
space of F-invariant sections in C°°(EL®VX+Pn). It is easy to see that D maps
C°°(T; EL®VX+Pn) into itself. Under the isomorphism one has
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For two elements s, s'&C°°(T; EL®VX+Pt), where
v(s) = ^ili®fi®vi

and

we define
with respect to a G-invariant measure on F\G.
W h e n F = { l } , ( , )=( , ){j> is the usual inner product defined in [8(a)] and
one can prove the following (see remark for [8(a), Lemma 4.3]):
If s<E C°°(EL(S)VX+Pn)2ind if both (s, s)< oo and ([Js, [Js)< oo, then

(Ds, Ds)< oo and one has
(12)

Similarly, if we further assume that F is finitely generated, one can prove that if
(s, s)r<oo and if (D*, n ^ ) r < ° ° for s<=C~(T; EL<S>VK+Pn)9 then

(Ds,Ds)r<oo and
(Ds, s)r = (s, Os)r = (Ds, Ds)r .
In fact, by BorePs theorem [2], one can then take a normal subgroup F' such that
[F: F7] < oo where the quotient T'\M is a manifold. We may assume that (s, s')r=
(sy s%' for s, s' G C°°(F; EL®Vk+Pn) which is naturally imbedded in COO(F/; EL(S>VK+Pn).
Since our riemannian metric on T'\M is complete, (1.3) also follows from
Andreotti-Vesentini's observation.
We now define
Hi(EVk+,n) = {s(EC~(EL±®vx+Pn); Ds = 0 and (s, s)<oo} .
Similarly we define
Hi(T; Evx+Pn) = {iGC"(r; EL±9vx+,u} ; Ds = 0 and (j, *) r <oo}-.
For O-GPP, we define
+

if |<r(—P)flP| is even

For an element XGff/, we write j(\)=j(cr) when \=^ c< °=o-(/4+p)—p with
crGPF1, /^GZ>. Concerning i/J(EVx+pJ one has the vanishing theorem [8(a),
Theorem 2] which depends on (1.2) and [8(a), Lemma 8.1] for its proof. In a
similar way using (1.3) and [8(a), Lemma 8.1] we now have the following
Theorem 1. LetX<=D anda^W1 so that \c<°<= %'. Assume that <o-\, «>
=£0for any noncompact root a. IfT is a finitely generated discrete subgroup of G,
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then
Hi(T; EVk«n+Pu) = 0

forj^j(*).

Now let S^G) be the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary
representations of G whose i£-finite matrix coefficients are in L1(G). Then,
according to Trombi and Varadarajan, <S1(G)d<S2(G) ([10, Corollary 3.4]) and,
for XeSo', if © ( X + p J e ^ G ) , then

for any a^Pn and w^W, which follows immediately from [10, Theorem 8.2)].
Thus, for XeZ> and <r<=W\ if co(Xccr:>+p)^ei(G)y then according to the above
necessary conditions, we have in paricular,
|(crX+ap, a>| > |<<rp, a>| for any a<=Pn ,
which implies <VX, a>s^0 for any a^Pn.
the following

Thus, we have using Theorem 1,

Theorem 2. Let T be as in Theorem 1. Let XEff/ and suppose
ex(G). Then

In the subsequent sections, we shall be concerned only with the case that
r = { l } or T\G is compact. When T\G is compact, Hi(T; *) will be denoted
byW(T;*).
2. Computation of the Lefschetz number
We henceforth assume that T is a discrete subgroup of G such that T\G
is compact. It is well known that F then satisfies the condition of Theorems 1,
2. Since the Dirac operator is elliptic, the spaces of Dirac spinors i/ ± (F; Evx+Pn)
are then finite dimensional. Setting
X(T; X) = dim H+(T; EVK+Pn)-dimH'(T;

EVk+Pn)

for XE^o', we shall compute %(F; X) in this section. The result, as it should
be, is compatible with that of Schmid [9, Theorem 3]. In order to state the result,
several definitions and notations must be prepared, most of which are similar to
those in [9].
For an element yGT, we denote by 2 v the s e t °f roots c c e j ] such that
^<*(ry)=l, and define P 7 = P n 2 v

an

d py=—2<*epy'«. L e t Gy be the centralizer

of 7 in G, and G? the identity component of Gy. Let Wy be the Weyl group
for (Gy, T), i.e., the quotient of the normalizer of T in G? by T. Then, Wv can
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be regarded as a subgroup of WG. Let gY be the Lie algebra of G?, i.e. the Lie
subalgebra of g consisting of Ad(y)-fixed elements in g, so that Py is a positive
root system for (g£, t c ) where g£ is the complexification of gY. Let Wy be the
Weyl group for (gY, t c ). Then Wy can be regarded as a subgroup of Wy. Put
Ky=Gy n K and ny=— dim* Gy/Ky.
For X G 5 / , we define the function ¥ x ' on T by

for 7 ^ 7 , where €(w)=(-iywPnc'p\
As in [9], ¥ x ' is then well-defined and
invariant under the action of WG and this function can be extended to an Ad(G)
invariant function on the set of all elliptic elements of G. Thus, if we put

where n=— dim^ GjK= \ Pn \, M/\ is also defined for any elliptic elemten 7. (If
7 is regular, i.e. PY=<£, put II <P7> a > = II <w(X+p), a > = l . )
We normalize the Haar measure on GY as follows. It is well known that
for any discrete subgroup Fo of G7 such the T0\Gy/ T is a compact manifold,
the Euler number e(T0\Gy/T) has the same sign as (— l)nv and that there exists
a unique Harr measure such that

for any such discrete subgroup F o , where ^(r o \G Y ) is the volume of T0\Gy with
respect to that measure.
The purpose of this section is to prove
Theorem 3. Put r 7 = G 7 n r and normalize the Haar measure on Gy as
above. Then

where 7 runs over the (finite) set of T-conjugacy classes of elliptic elements in V.
REMARK. For reference, we remark on the difference of our normalization
of the Haar measure on GY from that in [9]. Dentoe by v'(T\Gy) the volume of
F0\GY under the normalization in [9]. By means of computation of GaussBonnet type, Schmid gets

e(T0\Gy/ T) = {2nYmi{-\yy

\ Wc, \ II <Pv> cc}v'(T0\Gy)

for Fo such that T0\GyjT is a compact manifold ([9, (5.12) and (5.14)]), where my
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= — dim* GyjT= \Py\.

Hence, if we define as in [9]

then Theorem 3 will imply

By Borel [2], we can choose a normal subgroup r ' of T such that [T: T']< °°
and r ' contains no elliptic elements other than the identity. Put F=T/T'. The
finite group F then acts on the principal i^-bundle T'\G-*X where
X=T'\G/K
is a compact manifold, so on the spinor bundle EL®VX+Pn (regarded as that over
X). Since this action commutes with the Dirac operator, any element f^F acts
on H^T'\ EVk+Pf).
Denote by f\H±(Tf\
EVK+Ru) these induced actions. It is
then easy to see that
(2.1)

X(T;\) =

\F\'^/eFL(f;\)

where
L(f; X) = trace {f\H+(T';

EVX+I>II)}

- trace {f\H-(T';Ev,+J}

.

In order to compute the Lefschetz number L(f; X), we must look into the fixed
point set Xf of / in X. The following lemmas are similar to those of Hirzebruch's
and Schmid's ([4], [9]).
Lemma 1. Let My be the fixed point set of 7GG in M^G/K.
Then My
=1= 0 if and only if 7 is elliptic. In this case, My is itself a connected symmetric space
on which Gy and G? act transitively. Assume moreover that y^K. Then My is
isomorphic to Gy/Ky^Gy/Ky and the imbedding My<-*M is given by gKy\-+gK for
yy where Ky is the identity component of Ky.
Proof. Assume that 7 e K so that {K} G i l We show that G? acts transitively on My. If gK^My, then g~lryg^K.
Let£=(exp y)k be the Cartan
decomposition of g as an element in G, where k^K andy e p . Since ^(expy)~*
y(exp y)k—k'^Ky
we have (exp Ad y(y))fyk=(exp y)kk'.
By the uniqueness
of the Cartan decomposition, y=Ad j(y).
If we denote by py the subspace of
p consisting of Ad 7-fixed elements in p, we thus have y G py, which implies exp
y G G?. Hence gK= (exp y) K<= G°yKy which means that My2* G^/K^= Gy/Ky.
When y&K, take^o^G such that golrygo^K and put Y=go17go- Then My=
goMy/ and Lemma easily follows from the special case.
q.e.d.
Lemma 2. Denote by Rf the set Yf-conjugacy classes in f (as a coset) which
consists of elliptic elements. This is a finite set. For j^Rf, put Xy=Ty\My>
where Ty=T' fl GY. Then Xf can be regarded as the disjoint union Uy<=RfXy.
The proof is similar to that of [9, Lemma 11].
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Let 8\ be the elliptic complex consisting of the Dirac operator D: C oo (r / ;
^ ®y\+pJ- > C r o o (r / ; EL-QVk+Pn) over X=T'\M.
Let <£ be the cyclic subgroup
generated by / in F. The symbol class of <?x is then associated to the if-structure
of X in the sense of [1, §2] and given as follows. As in §1, the Clifford multiplication £ gives a ^-module homomorphism
+

(2.2)

p - Horn (L + ® F x + P n , L~® Vx+?n),

which induces a <I>-map

(2.3)

(T'\G xp)x K(L+®VX+I>n) -* (T\G x p) x * (L~ <g> FA+P J

where F ^ G x p is considered as a principal i^-bundle over the tangent bundle
TX which is isomorphic to the associated vector bundle T\G X Kp and where
(T'\Gxp)X K{L±®VK^.Pi) are the vector bundles over TX associated to the Kmodules L ± ®F X + P n . Denoting by n the projection TX^>X, it is clear that
7r-\EL±®vx+Pn) =

(T\Gxp)XK(L±®Vx+Pn),

where Sz,±<g)^\+pn:=r/\G X K(L±® Vx+Pn). Since the map (2.3) is an isomorphism
outside the zero-scetion of TX> it gives an element a(8^)^K^{TX)
called the
symbol class of <?x, where K^ denotes the O-equivariant i^-theory. By Lemma
2, the fixed point set Xf of / in X splits as Xf= U Xy. Let L: Xy<^->X be the
yeRf

imbedding for each j^Rfy
and tf: K®(TX) ->K^(TXy) the induced homomorphism. Since <E> acts trivially on Xy and so on its tangent bundle TXyy one can
define the cohomology class
chi**(£x)(f)tEH*(TXy;C)
as in [1, §3].
Denoting by Ny the normal bundle of Xy in X, one has an eigenspace decomposition by the /-action
(2.4)

Ny = Ny(-1)®

2 Ny(0)
O<0<*

as in [1,(3.3)]. The characteristic classes 3l(Ny(-l)),
&(Ny(0))eH*(X';.C)
y
y
are then defined there ([1, (3.7)]). Denote by J(X )^H*(X ;
C) the index class
of Xy ([1, §2]). We notice that H*(TXy; C) has a natural H*(Xy; C)-module
strucutre. Lefschetz Theorem [1, (3.9)] then says that
(2.5)
where
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Note that dimRXy=2ny in our case and the fundamental class [T-X7] is given by
the orientation induced from the almost complex structure on TXy ([1, Proposition (2.11)]).
By Lemmas 1, 2 we can choose a suitable maximal compact subgroup Ky
of Gy such that Xy^T^\Gy/Ky
for each y^Rf (when y^K, we can choose
Ky=K n Gy as in Lemma 1). Let Ky be the identity component of Ky and put
Xy= Ty'\Gy/Ky. Then Xy is orientable and the covering py: Xy-+ Xy is of order
[Kyi Ky]. Denoting the covering map TXy-^TXy also by the same letter py,
the formula (2.6) can be then rewritten as
(2.7)

\

det(l-/|JV)

)L

J

Since Xy is orientable, evaluation of cohomology classes of TXy can be
replaced by one on Xy by means of the Thorn isomorphism. Furthermore, since
the symbol class <r(£x) is associated to the i£-structure under the map (2.2), the
formula (2.7) can be rewritten in a more useful form by a similar argument to
the one in [1, §2] (see also [1, §3, Remark to Theorem (3.9)]). For the sake of
convenience, we introduce the following characteristic class. Let U be a compact
Lie group and 7 an element in the center of [/. Assume that there is given a
[/-module V. For any principal [/-bundle P over any compact manifold X, the
cyclic group {7} generated by 7 acts on the associated vector bundle Ev=Px VV
over X by
y(p, v) = (py, v) for (p, v)taPXuV

(the action of {7} on X is trivial). Hence Ev determines an element in
and a cohomology class ch £ K (7)Gi/*(Z; C) can be defined. Since the map

is functorial, this defines an element of the ring of characteristic classes
for the group U. We denote this element by ch V(y)^H$(C), so that
ch V(i) (P) = ch Ev(i)

for any principal [/-bundle P. We note that ch F(7) is given explicitly as follows.
Let T be a maximal torus of U containing 7 and PFthe Weyl gorup for ([/, T).
Using the identification of H%(C) with H%(C)W consisting of W^-fixed elements
in H${C\ ch V^H${C) is given by 2 ^ e i 7 ^ ( C ) ^ where fi runs over the set
of weights of V. Since 7 is in the center of [/, ^^(y) e^ defines an element of
H%{C)W hence of H%{C). In case U= T, it is easy to see that e^(y)e^=6h V^y)
for any 1-dimensional T-module V^ with character e11. The functoriality of
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characteristic classes now implies that
(2.8)

c

We now put Pcy:>=Ty\Gy considered as a principal .^-bundle over Xy=
ry'\Gy/Ky.
Since the symbol class <r{£^) is given by the map (2.2), its restriction i*cr(£\) is in a similar way given by the composite map
py c-> p -> H o m ( L + ® VK+Pn, L'®Vk+Pn),

(2.9)

where py is the subspace of Ad 7-fixed elements in p. Again the pull back pffi
<r(£x) by the map py: TXy->TXy is also given by the K^-module homomorphism
(2.9) in a similar way. Since the/-actions on our vector bundles equal the 7actions as in the above paragraph when restricted to Xy or TXy, we have py*
(ch i$<r(£x)(f))=ch.p$tifa(£})(lY).
We now notice the following two points:
(1) the class pyAiyK<r(£x)^Kiy^TXy) is associated to the ^-structure on Xy
by (2.9) where
TXy=P™XKypyy
(2) a maximal torus of Ky has no fixed non-zero vector in py. By (2), if
we denote by ey^H%o(Z) the restriction of the Euler class of H^ocpy^ (Z) via the
representation Ky^>SO(py)> then 6y4=0. Here we assume that the orientation of
Xy has been fixed such that ey(Pcy:>) [Xy] is equal to the Euler number e(Xy) of
Xy. In view of (1) and (2), using an argument similar to the one in [1, §2], one
can see that the characteristic class
diL+®Vk+?H(y)—chL~®Vx+Pn(y)^H%o(C)y
defined as above, can be divided by ey, and in the formula (2.7) ch p*i*<r(£x) (7)
can be replaced by

V

y
y

in the case of evaluation on X ; i.e., we have
(2.10)

det(l-/|i\P)
Using this formula, we shall prove the following lemma which is crucial
for the proof of Theorem 3.

Lemma 3. L(y;X)

=j(\)v(ry'\Gy)yx(<y).

If we take for granted Lemma 3, Theorem 3 easily follows from Hirzebruch
-Schmid's observation, i.e.
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X(r; X) = \F\-^FL(f;

X)

(2.1)

\)

(2.5)

= i(X)[r:r / ]" 1

2

=y(x)

*(rAGt)<rx(7)

S(TA(?TW7)

7-: T"1'-conjugacy classes
of elliptic elements in Z1

2

(Lemma 3)

f : T-conjugacy classes
of elliptic elements in F

where the last equality follows form [9, (5.16), (5.17)].
We shall first prove Lemma 3 under the assumption that y e T . Then T
is a maximal torus of Ky. Since Wy is regarded as the Weyl group for (Ky, T),
we have the identification H%o(C)^H%(C)wy. By Weyl's character formula and
the definition of L*, we have

where A*= I I (e«/2-e~*/2) and A rt = I I (e«/2-e-*/2).

By (2.8), we then have

(2.11)

Note that even if £±0>/2(y) or e±a/2 have no meaning, the right hand side of (2.11)
can still be interpreted as

X JI (l-«-(7)OJI (l-^-WO"1,
which is meaningful.
Put Pyn=PnOPy. The set of weights of the ^-module py®C is then
2n=-PnU(—PI). Concerning the Euler class ey^H%o(Z), it is easily seen that
ey=£y II a^.H%o(Z)^H%(Z)w-i where £y=±l depending on the orientation
of Xy (or py). We may asume that the orientation of Xy is fixed so that the
Euler class is

(2.12)

**=JJya-

Concerning the index class, we have by definition
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Let f>v be the orthogonal complement of py in p. The normal bundle Ny of
Xy in X can then be regarded as the associated vector bundle P 0 0 XK$* where
P 0 0 is considered as a principal ^-bundle over Xy. We have py®C= 2 9±0>
<A(=Pn-Pi

as T-modules where g* denotes the eigenspace in g c of a root a^Xlq(a)=jp7 fl (g*©g~*) for a root a, 7 acts on q(a) as

If we put

/cos 0 —sin
\sin 6
cos
where 0 < # < T T is given by £*0=£±a>(y). Hence in the decomposition (2.4) ofNy,
we have
Ny{0)

=

pci

°x^( aePfi . p7 2 acY) _ e ,. e q(«))

for

and

By definition, we then have

and

(-i))={

n

U

where PCY) is considered as a J^Y-bundle over XY. Hence
(2.14)

as elements in H*(Xy; C) where Pm is considered as a X^-bundle over X?. By
the above argument it is also easy to see that
(2.15)
«eP»-PX

Noting that « v = |P» |, ea>(7)=l for a<=Pl and ^ ? J ( Z V ) = J ( ^ 7 ) , we thus have
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(2.16)

by substituting (2.1)—(2.15) into (2.10).
Consider the compact manifold Yy=Ty\Gy/ T and the fibre bundle h: Yy-+
Xy with the standard fibre Sy=Ky/ T. Then PCY) can also be regarded as a principal T-bundle over Yy which will be denoted by P°°/ YY. Let TX\ TY* be
the tangent bundles of %?, Yy respectively. Let TSy be the vector bundle over
Y7 tangential along fibres. Then
(2.17)

TY> =

h-\TZf)®TSf.

We can fix the orientation of the vector bundle TSy so that its Euler class
ersy<=H*( Yy; Z) is given by
(2.18)

pk

II
a&H$(Z).
Fix the orientation of TYy induced from those of TXy
GP
- Z
and TSy. Denoting by eYy, e%y the Euler classes of TYY, TXV respectively, we
have
where

(2.19)

Cyv

= (A*«i»)eft» in ff*(Y»; Z)

by the multiplicative property of the Euler classes for (2.17). For a top-degree
cohomology class u^H2nv(Xy; C), we have u=e(Xy)~1u[Xy]exV since the Euler
number e(Xy)=exy[Xy] is non-zero. Hence we have

by (2.19). On the other hand, since e y v[F r |=e(F v )=e(^)e(5 1 ') and e(S*)=
| Wy\ where c(y Y ), e(Sy) denote the Euler numbers of Yy, Sy respectively, we
have
(2.20)

For ceH%o(C), ?ei7$.(C) denotes the image of c by the canonical injection
Hfry{C)<-*H%{C). Then h*(c(P™))=c(P™IYy). Thus,
(2.21)

CyY=(an

by (2.18) and (2.19) . Furthermore, applying (2. 20) for (2.16), we have
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L(y; X) = ( - 1 ) " ^ : Kfi'1 \Wy\->

(2.22)

*eyg
/1

-/

/i

— jja \

I

/

j

l \ n («" (7)e *-e- (7)«"" *)

-ei>

V

Putting for

by arguments similar to the ones in [9, pp. 37, 38], one can see that
My) = Iwy\ -v-p»Cy) n «M, a><Pv, «>- J )

x n (^(^-c-^Cy))-1^ n
Hence, by (2.21) and (2.22), we have
, X) = (-l) B [^v: ^Y]" 1 I Wy | - 1 2

x { 2 ^ K ^ - M T ) n <S(\+P), ay n (en
-x i w? i - 1 n <PV, « > x I Wy\-*{ 2

e(wK-tt+»-p(y)(£(*) n <stv(x+P),a»

which by the definition of M?/ equals

since

),a> = S(s)
for s^Wv and

Since we have normalized the Haar measure on Gy so that v(Ty'\Gy)=(— l)wy
), we thus have by the definition of M>y

which proves Lemma 3 under the assumption that 7GI 1 ,
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For an elliptic element 7 G F in general, by such a routine method as translating 7 into T by an inner automorphism of G, applying the above special case
for it and then going back to the definition of \PX and v(Ty\Gy)y one can see that
the above formula is still valid for the general case. We have thus completed
the proof of Lemma 3, hence Theorem 3.
3.

The multiplicity Na(T) for co^S^G)

and dim H^T;

EVX+PH)

Let r be a discrete subgroup of G such that T\G is compact. Denote by
(5 the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G.
It is well known that the multiplicity N^T) of a)G(J in the right regular representation L2(T\G) is finite. We shall first recall several known facts which will
be needed later. For co^cS^G), the formula for N^T) is more or less known by
Langlands' implication [6(b)] combined with Harish-Chandra's results [3(b)].
Under the assumption that F contains no elliptic elements other than the identity, such formula is very simple; namely,
(3.1)

Nm(T) = v(T\G)dm for © e ^ G )

where da is the formal degree of co (for the proof, we recall a "conjecture of Selberg" [3(b), Theorem 11] was crucial). We note that v(T\G) is the volume of
F \ G under a Haar measure on G and d^ is uniquely determined depending on
it. The method to compute da is then given by Harish-Chandra. By [3(b),
Theorem 16], we know

(3.2)

<, a+p) = ca11 wG 11 n < X + P , ay i

for X e £?0', where cG is a certain positive constant depending proportionally on
the Haar measure on G ([3(c), Lemma 5]). For cG, consider the following Haar
measure on G. Let dx be the Euclidean measure on g given by the Euclidean
norm ||,x:||2=—tr (ad x ad 8{x)) for xGg where 9 is the Cartan involution. Put

(

pad
6

p
6

x/2

p-ad
/

For £=exp x^G, dg=%(x)2 dx then defines a measure on a neighborhood of the
identity of G through the exponential mapping, which extends to the Haar measure on G. On the Cartan subgroup T, we consider the Haar measure given by
the Euclidean measure on t.
Lemma 4 (Harish-Chandra)*. Under the above normalization of the
Haar measure,
cG=
\WG\(2n)mv{T)
* See [3(c), Lemma 6], which gives an explicit formula for CQ. under another normalization
pf the Haar measure, His unpublished proof of this lemma is based on the above Lemma 4,
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where m=— dim^ GjT and v(T) is the total volume of T unedr the above measure
on T.
It is easy to see that the Haar measure v(T)~1dg on G coincides with that
normalized in [9], where dg is normalized in Lemma 4. On the other hand, our
normalization in §2 equals
{2n)-m\W\ n<P,a>
times that in [9] (see Remark to Theorem 3). Hence, by (3.1), (3.2) and Lemma
4, we have

(3.3)

(oa+p)()

( \ ) | | n < P , > l n
tfGEP

«GP

for X G ? / such that co(XJrp)^81(G), under our normalizaation of the Haar
measure on G in §2.
On the other hand, in the above special case, we have by Theorems 2, 3

(3.4)

dim H^(T; Ev,+f>n)=j(\)v(T\G) \W\'1U<P, «>"» II <X+P, a>.
(KGP

*GP

Hence, noting that j(X) II <X+P, a > = | II <X+p, a > | , we have by (3.3) and
*GP

OJGEP

(3.4)
(3.5)

dim H^(T; Evx+Pn) =

for XG? 0 ; such that co(X+p)e<?1(G), when T contains no elliptic elements other
than the identity.
We shall now prove the above formula without the above assumption for
F. For a>e(?, n^ will denote an irreducible representation of G belonging to co
and also its infinitesimal character. Let X±®rx+Pn be the representations of K
on L±®Vy+Pn as in §1. Then, similar to [7, Theorem 3], we have by (1.1)
(3.6)

dim H^T; Evx+Pn) =

Nm(T)(7tJK; X±®rx+Pn)

2

where (7em\K; X±®rx+Pn) denotes the intertwining number between the restricion
TCJK of it,* and X±®rx+On (note that N»(T)=Nn*(T) where co* is the contragredient class of co). We now take a normal subgroup T' of T as in §2. Since
L 2 (r\G) can be naturally imbedded in L 2 (r'\G),
(3.7)

N^KN^T')

for all

Lemma 5. Let co0 be an element in C such that
Tt^a) = <X+2p, \y and (TTJK;
Suppose that dim HJ(r';Evx+Pn)=NnQ(T')

X''®

for the above T\

Then
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H*(r&vX+J=Nmo(r).

Proof. If JV^(rO=0, then we have dim W{Y; Evx+s,n)=N»0{T)=Q by (3.6)
and (3.7). Assume that Nao(T')>0. By (3.6), we have
dim

In the right hand side, the second term is non-negative while dim HJ(Y/; Ev\+Pn)
=N<O0(T/)<Na>Q(T/)(7r<t)0\K;

XJ®TX+PU)

by assumption, which implies (TT^K;

XS

<g)Tx+pJ=l. Therefore the second term vanishes, which implies

in view of (3.7). Hence by (3.6)
dim W(T\ EVx+Pn) = N^Y).
Let XeSV such that co(\+p)<=ei(G).
[8 (a), Theorem 1], we know

q.e.d.

By Theorem 2 (setting T={1}) and

Since T7 contains no elliptic elements other than the identity, we have by (3.5)
AU + p ) (r') = dim H«k\T';

Evk+9u).

Hence, noting that 7r ft)a+p) (n)=<\+2p, X>, we have by Lemma 5,
Theorem 4. Let T be a discrete subgroup of G such that Y\G is compact.
Then

for X e 2 7 such that co(X+p)<= S^
Corollary (Langlands formula). For X e $0' such that a> ( \ + p)

AU+P)(r) = 2 ^(rY\GY)^x(7)
where the summation is as in Theorem 3.
REMARK. AS remarked at the beginning of this section, the formula in
Corollary will follow directly from the observation in [6(b)] combined with
several results in [3(b)]. One will then be able to get Theorem 4 comparing
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each numbers. We notice that we have made use of such a formula of Selberg's
type only when F contains no elliptic elements other than the identity.
We might have the equality (3.5) without appealing to Lemma 4 (i.e. the
explicit computation of the constant cG) if we know that (3.5) holds for at least
one XEESQ'. Such a X can be found, in the case of holomorphic discrete classes
by earlier works (see §4) and in the general case by methods of Schmid [9].
4. Some remarks in the case of Hermitian symmetric spaces
In this section, we shall make some remarks for the hermitian symmetric case.
Assume that the symmetric space M=G/K is hermitian, i.e., Mhas a G-invariant
complex structure. Regarding p as the tangent space at the origin {K} of M, we
denote by p+ (resp. p.) the subspace of pc to be identified with the holomorphic
(resp. anti-holomorphic) tangent space. We then know
pc = P+0P-, [1, fcjcfct, [p±, fcj = 0 .
We fix such a positive root system P that satisfies
05EP B

Let r be a discrete subgroup of G with a compact quotient T\M. It is then
known that T\M is a (normal) projective variety. Let r x be an irreducible
representation of K with highest weight X on a space Vk. One can associate to
TX a sheaf ©x over T\M in the following way. Denote by EVx the holomorphic
vector bundle over M associated to TX. TO each open set U in T\M, there is
attached the space of F-invariant holomorphic sections of EVx over [/, where U
is the inverse image in M of U. This gives a presheaf over T\M, whose associated sheaf is denoted by 0X. Denoting as usual by Hg(T\M; Qx) the ^-the
cohomology space with coefficients in Ox, we have the following vanishing
Proposition 1. For X G ? / , take fi<=D, o-fBW1 such that <r([i+p)=X+p.
Assume that <cr/^, a>4=0/or any a^Pn.
Then
where qx= \ {a^Pn; <X+p, a » 0 } |.
For the proof, note Hg(T\M; Ox) is isomorphic to the space of F-invariant
<7-th harmonic forms on M valued in the vector bundle EVx (see [9, Lemma 10]).
It then suffices to see the relationship between the Cauchy-Riemann 8 operator
and the Dirac operator which was described in [8(b), §2], and to use similar
arguments to the ones there.
For the sake of completeness and the subsequent arguments, we shall
review it briefly. Consider the f-module L given by the spin representation of
(§1). In our chioce of the positive root system P, we know that <pn, a^>=0
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for a^Pk.
Hence we can consider the 1-dimensional representation rPn of f on
VPn with highest weight pw. Note that TPji(g)Tx==Tx+Pj|. It is easy to see that
L®VPn is isomorphic to Ap+ as I-modules, hence L®Vx+Pn=Ap+®VK
as fmodules. Here, since the both f-modules have ^-module structures, they are
isomorphisms as ^-modules.
Under our assumption, the associated vector bundle G XKp+ over M can be
regarded as the anti-holomorphic cotangent bundle T* of M. The CauchyRiemann operator o> acts on C M ( A P ® £ K J , which is regarded as the space of
sections of the vector bundle EAp+®Vx associated to Ap+®F"X, while the Dirac
operator D acts on C°°(EL®V),+Pn). By Okamoto and Ozeki, the laplacian of 9
under the hermitian metric of T* given by a kahlerian metric on M, has the
expression

on C°°(EAp+®Vx) while the laplacian of D has the form

on C~(£z.®v\+P|l)((l.l)). Actually one can see* that there exists a i^-module
isomorphism L®VPn^Ap+
(not necessarily isometric with respect to natural
metrics) such that for the induced isomorphism

C~(EL*vx+?n) ~ C-(Af *®EVx)
D

\\

\

is commutative, where -9 on C ^ f A P ® ^ ) is the adjoint of 9 with respect to
the above metric of f *. By this isomorphism, D2=(d+2d)2=2(d8+$d) which
gives the reason for the above coincidence (up to factor 2) of the laplacians.
Seeing this relationship and the property (1.3) in §1 when T is given, the vanishing for the spaces of F-invariant harmonic forms valued in EVx reduces to
quite similar arguments as in [8(b), §2], and we have Proposition 1. (Notice
that the set-up in [8 (b)] is slightly different from ours in how to choose a positive root system P relating to the complex structure of M and in whether to take
the contragredient of TX or not.)
In order to compute the alternating sum
X(T\M; Qx) = 2 (-1)^ dim H«(T\M; <?x),
one can, of course, appeal to the holomorphic Lefschetz theorem in [1] again.
However, by looking further into the isomorphism L® VPn^Ap+, one may make
* This fact is not needed for the subsequent argments. The proof may appear elsewhere.
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use of the previous result. We recall that the f-modules L± were so defined that
the set of weights of L+ (resp. L~) is {pn—<£)>; Q<^-Pn, I £? I is even (resp. odd)}.
The isomorphism is then divided into two parts:
q=even
tf=odd

Hence, denoting as in §2 by %(F; X) the difference dim H+(T; EVK+PH)—dim
H~(T; Evx+pn) for Dirac spinors, we have
which implies

%(r\M; a) = (-i)^S^(rY\Gv)^(7)
by Theorem 3, since the sign of (— l)n~g\ isj(X).

We thus have

Proposition 2. Suppose X G ? / satisfies the condition of Proposition 1.
Then
dim H**(r\M; Ok) = 2

v(Ty\Gy)^(y)

where the summation is as in Theorem 3.
Similar to §3, we now have the following
Corollary 1. Let XG2V and assume <o(\+ p)e<?j(G). 7%«i iVwCX+p)(r)=
Related to earlier works of several authors ([4], [5], [6(a)], [7], etc.), we
shall now specify the case #x=0 for X G ? , , ' , i.e., <X+p,a>>0(aGP f e ) and
< X + p , a > < 0 ( a G ? w ) . The corresponding discrete class o)(X+p)^<?2(G) is
then called a 'holomorphic' discrete class, and using the characterization of holomorphic discrete classes in [3 (a)], it is known that iVwCX+p)(r) is equal to the
dimension of H°(T\M; O\)9 a space of automorphic forms for such a holomorphic
discrete class co(\-\-p). Hence in this case, we have by Propositions 1, 2
Corollary 2. Let Xe2 r 0 / be such that <A,+p, a) <0 for any a^Pn. Assume
moreover that <\+2pn, a> < 0 for any a^Pn.
Then Hg(T\M; Qx)=0for q>0;
y
hence dim H°(T\M; Ox)=^]^(Ty\Gy) ¥?,(j).
For a holomorphic discrete class
where X satisfies the above condition, we thus have

Proof. Since P / = P A J U (—Pn) is again a positive root system, there exists a
W such that <rP=P'. It is easy to see that a^W1 and / ^ G D if we put
o-(fjL-\-p)=X-\-p- Then o-fi=XJrp—ap=\-\-2pn; hence the condition of Proposi-
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tion 1 is, <X+2pn, a>4=0 for any a^Pn, which is equivalently, <X+2pM, a> < 0
for any a^Pn under our assumption. Thus Corollary 2 follows from Propositions 1, 2 and the above remark.
REMARK 1. The vanishing in the above Corollary is essentially contained in
Matsushima and Murakami [7, Theorem 2] which states:
Assume XeZ> and put qk'= |{aG? M ; < \ , a>>0} |. Then H9(T\M; 0X)=O
for q<q/. Especially, if <X, a>>0 for any a^Pn, then

Hq(T\M; Ox) = 0

for q<n •= dim c M.

For X G ? 0 ' assume now that < X + P J a > < 0 for any a^Pn.

By Serre

duality, we have

where K^WG is the unique element such that KPk=—Pk. Matsushima-Murakami's condition <—KX—2pn, a > > 0 (a^Pn) is equivalent to that <X+2pWJ a>
< 0 ( a G P J , which is the condition in Corollary 2. So the vanishing in Corollary
2 also follows from Matsushima-Murakami's theorem.
REMARK 2. For a holomorphic discrete class o>, the necessary and sufficient
condition for co^S^G) is given by Harish-Chandra [3(a)] and Trombi, Varadarajan [10, Theorem 9.2]. According to their results:
For X e S V such that <X+p, a> < 0 for any a^Pn, the following four are
mutually equivalent.
(1) co (X+?)€=£(<?),

(2)

<x+.P, «> < \\a\2-<2Pny

a>

(3) |<X+P,a>|>4"2
(4) < X + 2 P , a > < 0
The equivalence of (1), (2), and (3) is in [10, Theorem 9.2]. It is clear that
(4) follows from (3). Assume that (4) holds. Then <X+2p, a > < 0 for any
a^Pr where P'=(—Pk)\jPn is a new positive root system. Hence <X+2p+
pr, ct) ^ 0 for any a^Pf where p/=^—PkJrpm which implies
<X+p,a>f£

-<2Pn,a>

< y \a\*-<2Pma> for a^P'z>Pn.
Thus (2) follows from (4); hence the equivalence follows.
There is also the following interesting equivalent condition. Consider the
flag manifold G/T with a complex structure such that the holomorphic tangent
space at the origin can be regarded as 2 9*- To a character X of T, a holo-
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morphic line bundle Xx over GjT can be associated, Let JC be the canonical
line bundle of GjT (JC=X-2P). Under the natural invariant hermitian metrics
on such line bundles, one can say whether the line bundle is positive or not in
the sense of Kodaira. In this terminology, one can see, furthermore, that (4)
holds if and only if
(5) the holomorphic line bundle Xx®JC~x is positive in the sense of Kodaira.
This condition (5) is well known as a sufficient condition in order that
H9(T\GIT; O(Xk))=0 for q>0, where O(Xk) is the associated sheaf over
T\G/T defined from Xk similar to 0 X .
REMARK 3. Let the situation be as in Remark 2. One can now compare
the set-ups of several authors. M. Ise [5] obtained a sufficient condition in order
that H9(T\M; Ox)=0 for #>0, by means of Kodaira's vanishing theorem, so
under the condition (4). R. P. Langlands computed iVwCX+p)(r) for a)(X+p)e
S1(G)y or under the condition (2) ([6 (a)]). By Remark 2, their set-ups are mutually equivalent. On the other hand, if (4) holds, X satisfies the condition in
Corollary 2, or the condition of Matsushima-Murakami. In general, the latter
condition (i.e. that in Corollary 2) is actually weaker than those (1)^(5). This is
easily checked, for example, in the case of G=SU(3, 1). (In this case it is enough
to consider X=—3pn^3r0/ which satisfies the condition of Corollary 2 but
co(X+p)$(?1(G).) Thus the multiplicity formula in Corollary 2 is valid for
not necessarily integrable discrete classes.
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